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Abstract

The status of the theory and the main methods of implementation of preparative liquid chromatography are reviewed. On
the theory front, the focus has recently shifted. The theory of non-linear, non-ideal chromatography has given rise to
numerous models whose advantages, disadvantages and ranges of application are now well understood. Interest now resides
in investigating the equilibrium thermodynamics of complex new systems, in the study of the kinetics of mass transfers in
conventional chromatographic systems, and in the application of the various models of chromatography to optimize the
experimental conditions. Progress in computer technology allows the use of sophisticated models, provided their parameters
can be measured. This allows the detailed investigation of separations for which the mass transfer kinetics is slow such as
chiral separations, the purification of basic compounds, and the extraction of recombinant proteins. On the applied front, in
addition to numerous incremental improvements in reliability and economic performance, a few essential new features
should be noted, i.e. the availability of instruments for simulated moving bed separations at the scale needed for preparative
chiral separations, the use of expanded beds for the extraction of recombinant proteins from fermentation broths, and the
attention given to improvements in the performance of packed beds. A survey of the literature dealing with practical
applications and recent meetings shows that preparative chromatography is becoming a well established separation and
purification method in the pharmaceutical industry.
 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and frontal analysis modes were applied with various
degrees of success. Nearly all conventional phase

Chromatography is a powerful separation method systems, NPLC and RPLC, liquid–liquid, liquid–
that was developed initially for the extraction and solid, size-exclusion, ion-exchange, bioaffinity, HIC
purification of complex mixtures of vegetal origin and MECC, have been used. Complex instruments,
[1]. Collected fractions were analyzed, identified, coupling two or several columns, have been de-
and used for further applications, notably synthesis scribed and applied to solve either analytical or
of derivatives. Later, chromatography became an preparative separation problems. The use of wide-
ubiquitous analytical method. Its separation power bore, standard bore, small bore, and narrow bore
kept attracting the attention of those interested in columns has been described. Actually, this observa-
producing pure chemicals in large amounts for a tion points to the essential difference between ana-
variety of purposes. Most implementations of chro- lytical and preparative chromatography. It is not in
matography were developed for analytical purposes: the size of the instrument used, it is in the chemist’s
thin-layer chromatography, gas–liquid and gas–solid goal.
chromatography, low- and high-performance column Analytical chromatography aims at separating
liquid chromatography. All have also been used for complex mixtures to identify and quantitize the
preparative applications. The elution, displacement, components of mixtures, simple or complex. Once
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the required signals have been acquired for a com- components locally present, be they mobile phase
ponent, the chemical is discarded. This aim may additives or sample components eluted closely to the
involve the use of simple (e.g. UV, FID, etc.) component considered [2]. Failure to realize the
detectors or on-line coupling with the most complex importance of the isotherm curvature at the origin
detectors (e.g. multiple MS, high field strength and of the competitive nature of isotherms explains
NMR, etc.). The purpose remains the rapid determi- many initial failures in the scale-up of chromatog-
nation of the structure of the component, through the raphy for preparative applications. In part because of
direct acquisition of the proper information, and the the complexity of the physical chemistry aspect of
calculation of its concentration, through calibration the problem, in part because of the considerable
of the detector signal. Preparative chromatography economic interests involved in its successful solu-
aims at isolating a certain amount of a purified tion, theory has played an important role in the
component and using it for a further goal. However, development of the preparative applications of chro-
the exact amount desired has only a secondary effect matography.
on the difference between the perspectives followed Indeed, the engine behind the considerable de-
by the chemist. Whether the amount of purified velopment that has taken place in preparative chro-
compound isolated is going to be used for off-line matography during the last 10 years was the recogni-
spectral acquisition (an application sometimes still tion by the pharmaceutical industry that chromatog-
necessary in spite of the tremendous progress made raphy is the only general separation method for the
these last few years in HPLC–NMR) or for sale as a purification of the drug intermediates and the phar-
reagent or a pharmaceutical, some concerns remain maceuticals that it produces. It is not generally
identical, among them the need to produce as recognized how this industry is profoundly different
concentrated a fraction as possible, to collect and from others in two critical aspects. Its price are not
transfer it without pollution, and to do the separation elastic. Drugs are prescribed and purchased because
as quickly and cheaply as possible (admittedly, the of an urgent need. Reducing their price barely affects
cost estimates are very different depending on the sale volume. The cost of a drug at the counter is
whether the separation is made once or on a routine heavily influenced by QA/QC (quality assurance and
basis, at a low or a high production level). quality control), packaging, distribution, and adver-

As soon as the chemist needs to produce and tisement. The use of a separation method as expen-
recover even a modest amount of a fraction con- sive as chromatography is acceptable if it is required
tained in a more complex mixture, she feels a need to achieve production of a marketable product. On
to inject a larger sample. Soon, she comes to realize the other hand, in contrast to all other industries, the
that retention times, band profiles, and hence re- pharmaceutical industry is not free to adjust the
covery yield and production rate depend heavily on specification of its products to achieve maximum
the sample size and the concentration of the sample. profit. These specifications must be accepted by the
She hits the conceptual wall of non-linear chroma- regulatory agency, the FDA. In many cases, prepara-
tography, with the consequence that a dramatic tive chromatography is the method needed to satisfy
change in perspective is required. Chromatograms the purity specifications required on a routine basis.
are no longer a series of more-or-less well-resolved This review addresses the main aspects of prepara-
more-or-less Gaussian-shaped peaks that change in tive chromatography in connection with the current
size but not in shape with increasing sample size. applications in the pharmaceutical industry. It in-
They are complex assemblies of bands that change cludes considerations on the theory that should guide
shape and seem to interact with their neighbors when method development and the selection of optimum
the sample size is increased. They do so because, at experimental conditions, on the design and prepara-
least to some extent, retention mechanisms are never tion of the columns, and on the instrument.
linear nor independent. The amount of a compound
adsorbed on or dissolved in the stationary phase, at
equilibrium with a certain concentration in the 2. Theory of non-linear chromatography
mobile phase depends (i) on this concentration, and
(ii) on the nature and concentration of all the other This section begins with a brief history of the
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development of the theory. This issue was addressed from one plate to the next after equilibrium is
in more detail elsewhere [2], but history always achieved between the mobile and the stationary
provides useful lessons for those who know it. It will phases. This division of the column into a series of
be followed by a presentation of the two approaches plates is arbitrary, so plate models are, in essence,
used, the extension of linear chromatography to the approximate models because they depict a continu-
realm of non-linear chromatography through various ous column of lengthL as a discrete number of
implementations of perturbation theories and the well-mixed cells in series. Although any mixing
direct investigation of full-fledged non-linear chro- mechanism is clearly absent from the actual physical
matography. This will be completed by a discussion system, plate models have been used successfully to
of the models available, their advantages and dis- define the column operation physically and to de-
advantages, and by a presentation of results obtained scribe it in mathematical terms. However, by nature,
in the study of optimization strategies. plate models are empirical ones, which cannot be

related to first principles. Their parameters are
2.1. History of non-linear chromatography empirically correlated, after the facts, with the

column parameters. These models have no predictive
Bohart and Adams [3] derived the equation of the value and do not allow the development of a reliable

equilibrium–dispersive model (see below) as early as theory of linear chromatography [2]. They are de-
1920, but it does not seem that they attempted any scribed in sufficient, often excessive detail in all
calculations based on this model. Wicke [4,5] derived elementary books on chromatography and no further
the mass balance equation of this same model in elaboration is needed here.
1939 and discussed its application to gas chromatog- As clearly shown by Giddings [14], chromatog-
raphy on activated charcoal. There were not many raphy is an F(')d separation method, i.e. a method
applications of this work either. The model has no combining a chemical potential discontinuity in a
analytical solutions. Numerical solutions were too direction perpendicular to that of a convective trans-
long and complex to calculate before powerful port. The presence of the chemical potential dis-
computers became available. It was only around continuity ensures some degree of separation of the
1987 that the calculation of the band profiles of sample components between the two phases. The
single compounds and binary mixtures began to flow of the stream of mobile phase in the direction
become accessible [6]. perpendicular to that of the discontinuous gradient

The theory of linear chromatography began later considerably magnifies the result of even a small
but progressed faster because no complex numerical degree of separation [14]. This model introduces
calculations are needed to apply it. It developed naturally the mass balance approach which was used
along three different axes, leading to the three broad very early [3–5,9–12], and most extensively [2], to
classes of models which are still used to describe and calculate the chromatographic response to a given
predict elution profiles. These classes are: (i) the input function (i.e. injection conditions or profile).
plate or ‘‘tank in series’’ models of Martin and This approach is based on the use of an equation of
Synge [7] and Craig [8]; (ii) the solutions of systems motion. In this method, we search for the mathemati-
of differential equations that are similar to those cal solution of the set of partial differential equations
derived by Bohart and Adams [3] and by Wicke describing the chromatographic process, or more
[4,5], that describe the mass balance and the mass precisely, the differential mass balance of the solute
transfer kinetics, and that were the basis of the in a slice of column and its kinetics of mass transfer
fundamental work of Wilson [9], DeVault [10], in the column. Various mathematical models have
Lapidus and Amundson [11] and van Deemter et al. been developed to describe the chromatographic
[12]; and (iii) the statistical models, first developed process. Provided the proper parameters (isotherm
by Giddings and Eyring [13]. and mass transfer kinetics models and their parame-

The plate models divide the column into a number ters, experimental conditions) are entered into the
of identical equilibrium stages, or theoretical plates, calculations, these models have great predictive
that are placed in series. The mobile phase percolates value [2,15]. The most important of these models are
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the ideal model, the equilibrium–dispersive model, importance. These models are the ideal model, the
the lumped kinetic model, the pore model, and the equilibrium–dispersive model, the lumped kinetic
general rate model of chromatography. We discuss model, the pore model and the general rate model of
these models in more detail in the next subsections. chromatography. They can be applied to both linear

A ‘‘microscopic statistical’’ method can be used to and non-linear chromatography.
model linear chromatography. It consists in deriving
the probability density function at positionx and

2.2.1. The ideal modeltime t of a single molecule of solute. The ‘‘random
The ideal model assumes that the column has anwalk’’ approach [16] is the simplest method of that

infinite efficiency. Accordingly, the band profiletype. It was used for the simple calculation of
arises only from the characteristics of the equilibriumestimates of the variance of chromatographic band
thermodynamics. If the isotherm is linear, the elutionprofiles and to study the mechanism of band
profile is merely the injection profile shifted by abroadening [16]. Giddings and Eyring [13] intro-
time equal to the hold-up time,t . This model has0duced a more sophisticated probabilistic approach,
the advantage of its simplicity and of predicting thethe stochastic model, for the description of the
best possible results: thermodynamics cannot bemolecular migration in chromatography. Their mo-
improved upon. All other models are non-ideal andlecular dynamic approach is based on statistical ideas
use different approaches to account for the finiteand treats the chromatographic process as a Poisson
column efficiency.distribution process. These authors considered the

random migration of a single solute molecule along a
chromatographic column. They derived an expres- 2.2.2. The equilibrium–dispersive model
sion for the elution profile, or residence time dis- The equilibrium–dispersive model still assumes
tribution of the molecules of the sample in the that mass transfer across the column is infinitely fast
column, assuming random adsorption–desorption but it accounts for a finite extent of axial dispersion.
processes, with a single type of site or two different Further, it treats the finite rate of the mass transfer
sites on the stationary phase and impulse injection. kinetics as another contribution to axial dispersion.
They ignored the axial dispersion and approximated Thus, it relates apparent axial dispersion and column
the mass transfer kinetics in the mobile phase by a HETP. This approach is valid when the column
random walk model. Later, McQuarrie [17] extended efficiency is high, as it is in the RPLC of small
the stochastic theory to the case of multiple ad- molecules of moderate polarity. It is not correct in
sorption sites and to a column with a single type of most cases of enantiomeric separations nor for the
site, but with various input distribution functions, by elution of many proteins. Because this model consi-
means of the theory of the Laplace transform. Over ders the influence of a finite column efficiency as a
the years, Dondi and his group made important small correction, it should not be applied when this
contributions to the development of the stochastic efficiency is poor.
theory of chromatography [18], using the characteris-
tic function method. This group has recently ob-
tained remarkable results in the extension of this 2.2.3. The lumped kinetic model
model to non-linear chromatography [19]. The The lumped kinetic model completes the mass
enormous difficulty in this last case was that of balance of the ideal model by a kinetic equation that
accounting, in a stochastic theory, for the interactions relates the rate of variation of the local concentration
between the molecules of one or two different of solute in the stationary phase and the extent of the
solutes, interactions that cause the non-linear iso- local deviation from equilibrium. This is a simplistic
therm and their competition, respectively. model of the mass transfer kinetics. Accordingly, it

is valid only when it provides a correction for this
2.2. Models of non-linear chromatography kinetics, when the rate of this kinetics is fast,

something that the equilibrium–dispersive model
We will consider here five models of uneven does more easily. At low rates of the mass transfer
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kinetics, the model may account for the experimental 2.3. The equations of the models of
results but it introduces model errors that can be chromatography
considerable. This means, in practice, that it may be
difficult to use the values of the rate coefficients to Since the character, linear or non-linear, of chro-
derive useful information regarding the mass transfer matography arises only from the behavior of the
mechanisms and the kinetics of its different steps. equilibrium isotherm, the models of chromatography
For example, the model error may explain the often and their equation systems are not specific of this
observed dependence of the lumped mass transfer character. All the models described in the previous
coefficient on the solute concentration [20,21]. section can be studied and used in combination with

any isotherm model. Obviously, the level of mathe-
matical difficulty encountered depends much on the

2.2.4. The general rate model nature of the isotherm. It increases very steeply from
The general rate model attempts simultaneously to the linear to the Langmuir isotherm which will often

account for all the possible contributions to the mass be used later:
transfer kinetics arising in chromatography. It does bq CaC sthis by including their contributions in the system of ]] ]]5 5 (1)11 bC 11 bCpartial differential equations which states mass con-
servation and transport. Thus, there are almost as (withq andC, concentrations in the solid and liquid
many versions of the general rate model as there are phase in equilibrium,a, b, andq , numerical parame-s

specific cases of chromatography and each author ters) and then again from the Langmuir to any more
tends to write his own. The first problem in writing a complex isotherms. Note that in this equation, the
version of the model is to make a complete census of productbC is a measure of the deviation of the
all the contributions of significance. Usually, axial isotherm from linear behavior. If it is small com-
dispersion as obtained by combining axial diffusion, pared to unity, the isotherm is practically linear.
tortuosity and constriction of the channels between We first present the equations of the general rate
bed particles and eddy diffusion is included. Also model, then explain how these equations can be
included are the external film mass transfer resist- progressively simplified for the other different
ance and the intraparticle or pore diffusion. Surface models. The equations of the model are partial
diffusion and the rate of adsorption–desorption are differential equations. These equations are combined
sometimes also included but often neglected. Be- with the isotherm equations and with proper initial
cause this model considers separately the stagnant and boundary conditions. These conditions are the
mobile phase, inside the particle, and the percolating translation into mathematical terms of the description
mobile phase, outside the particles, two mass balance of the experiment calculated (see below). In all cases,
equations are written for the solute. This allows the we make the following assumptions. The chromato-
coexistence of a homogeneous stream of mobile graphic process is isothermal. The mobile phase
phase and a non-homogeneous bed of particles, the velocity remains constant during a run. The compres-
concentration in the particles increasing from the sibility of the mobile phase is negligible. The
surface to the center when the front of the peak packing material is made of porous particles that are
passes, decreasing on the peak tail [21]. spherical and uniform in size. The bed is homoge-

neous and the concentration gradient in the radial
direction of the bed is negligible. There is local

2.2.5. The lumped pore model equilibrium for each component between the pore
The lumped pore model is a simplified version of surface (monolayer) and the stagnant fluid phase

the general rate model [22,23]. Its use is mainly inside the macropores. The dispersion coefficients of
recommended when the mass transfer kinetics is all components are constant (independent of the
moderately fast and the run time of the programs is concentrations).
critical. There are two mass balance equations for each
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0component, one for the mobile phase percolating C (0,z)5C (4)i i

through the bed of particles, the other for the interior
0of the particles, involving the stagnant mobile phase C (0, r, z)5C (r, z);p,i p,i

and the adsorbed monolayer. 0q (0, r, z)5 q (r, z); for 0, z , L; 0, z ,Ri i p

(5)2.3.1. Mass balance of component i in the mobile
phase 0In most elution experiments,C 5 0.

This mass balance is written for a fluid percolating
through a bed of spherical particles of radiusR :p

2.3.4. The boundary conditions for Eq. (1)
2 We have two boundary conditions, one at the≠C ≠C ≠ Ci i i

] ] ]]´ 1 u 5´ D 2 (12´ )k ae e L 2 e exp,i p column inlet (a Danckwerts condition [2]), and the≠t ≠z ≠z
other at the column exit. The condition fort.0 and

3 [C 2C (r 5R )] (2)i p,i p z50 is

where C and C are the concentration of com-i p,i ≠Ci
]9u C 2 u(0)C(0)5 2´ Dponenti in the mobile phase and its concentration in f f i e L ≠z

the stagnant fluid phase (in the particle pores), (6)9C 5C for 0, t , tf i f i p
respectively, z and t are the abscissa and time,

9C 50 for t , tf i prespectively,e is the external or intersticial porosity,e

u is the mobile phase velocity,D is the coefficient The condition fort.0 andz 5 L isL

of axial dispersion,k the external mass transferexp
≠Cicoefficient, anda the external surface area of thep ]50 (7)
≠zadsorbent particles.

2.3.5. The boundary conditions for Eq. (2)
2.3.2. Mass balance of component i in the solid There are again two boundary conditions, one for
phase t.0 andr 5R :p

The mass balance inside the particles is written:
≠C (t,r)p,i

≠C ≠C ]]]D 5 k [C 2C (t,r)] (8)≠q 1 ≠p,i p,i eff ext,i i p,ii 2 ≠rS D]] ] ]] ]]´ 1 (12´ ) 5D rp p eff 2≠t ≠t ≠r ≠rr
and the other fort.0 andr50:

(3)
≠C (t,r)p,i
]]]50 (9)wheree is the internal porosity of the particles,q isp ≠r

the concentration of the studied component in the
adsorbed phase, andD is the effective diffusion 2.3.6. The isotherm modeleff

coefficient. An isotherm model, relating the concentrationqi

of componenti in Eq. (2), its mobile phase con-
2.3.3. The initial conditions centration and the other parameters of the system

The initial condition describes the status of the (including the local concentrations of all the other
column at the beginning of the experiment. Usually components of the system) is needed to complete the
(but not in the simulated moving bed process, SMB), set of equations that constitute the mathematical
it contains the mobile phase in equilibrium with the translation of the general rate model. The equations
stationary phase, the concentration being constantof models suitable to account for the adsorption data
(and often zero) all along the column. There are two of multicomponent mixtures in HPLC were reviewed
initial conditions, one for each partial differential recently [24,25]. Several considerations are impor-
equation. The following conditions correspond to tant in selecting models and fitting experimental data
those encountered in step-wise frontal analysis: to the equations of these models.
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First, it is important to discriminate between profiles of high concentration zones [2]. So, we
models having a Henry constant and those which do should expect our results to suffer from some model
not. For the former, the ratioq /C tends toward a errors.
finite limit when the mobile phase concentration
tends toward 0, hence the component will have a 2.3.7. Simplification of the equations of the
finite retention factor. All materials used in HPLC general rate model. I—Pore model
should give isotherms that have this property. If The first two equations of the model are simplified
there is no finite Henry constant, the ratioq /C tends by considering that the particles are homogeneous
toward infinity and the corresponding components [22,23,28]. They are now written as follows:
have an infinite retention time at infinite dilution.

2
≠C ≠C ≠ CAlthough this fact may make sense from a physical i i i
] ] ]]´ 1 u 5´ De e L 2chemistry point of view, this property defeats the ≠t ≠z ≠z

purpose of the separation scientist. A packing materi- ¯2 (12´ )k a (C 2C ) (10)e i p i p,ial having this property will be nearly impossible to
use to perform any practical separation. Chroma- ¯≠C ¯≠qp,i i ¯tographers rightly refrain from using any material ]] ]´ 1 (12´ ) 5 k a (C 2C ) (11)p p i p i p,i≠t ≠tthat exhibits a Freundlich-type isotherm behavior.

¯ ¯where c and q denote the particle average con-Secondly, whenever possible, isotherms the equation p i

centrations. The overall mass transfer coefficientkof which is explicit, i.e. can be written asq 5 f(C), i

in the second equation is given by the followingnot as f(q,C)50 (an equation not solvable forq)
relationship:should be preferred because they lead to easier,

much faster calculations of band profiles. Although it 211 1
has been shown that this is not a necessary condition ] ]k 5 1 (12)F Gi k kext intfor performing calculations of band profiles [26], this
remains useful as it reduces the computing time. wherek and k are the external and the internalext int

Finally, we must admit that most isotherm models mass transfer coefficients, respectively. The internal
are arbitrary constructions which attempt to account mass transfer coefficient is calculated from the
for the most important features of liquid–solid following two relationships:
interactions but cannot account for them all. Even in

´ D10Dthe simplest of cases, liquid–solid adsorption is p meff
]] ]]k 5 D 5 (13)int effalways a competitive process: a single compound d gp

dissolved in a pure solvent competes with this
where D is the molecular diffusivity andg is themsolvent for adsorption on the surface. Therefore,
internal tortuosity factor of the particle. The initialexcess isotherms should be used [27]. The simplifi-
and the boundary conditions are similar to those usedcation of using apparent isotherms instead, as is
in the general rate model.generally done, does not seem to cause significant

errors. Furthermore, a variety of energetic and steric
considerations are involved in adsorption that are too 2.3.8. Simplification of the equations of the
complex to be easily cast into an equation having general rate model. II—The equilibrium–dispersive
few coefficients. It might be that one day we will be and the lumped kinetic models
able to use molecular modeling and calculate ab The equilibrium–dispersive model is easily de-
initio competitive isotherms for a pair of structurally rived from the pore model by assuming that the mass
defined compounds on a stationary phase, but todaytransfer kinetics between the mobile phase percolat-
this seems a rather remote possibility. In the mean- ing through the bed and the particles is infinitely fast.
time, we need isotherm models simple enough for Thus, C 5C , and we may eliminate from bothi p,i

¯accurate estimates of their coefficients to be derived Eqs. (9) and (10) the termk a (C 2C ). This givesi p i p,i

from a fit of the experimental data to these models. the following form of the mass balance equation for
Only with such isotherms can we account for the the equilibrium–dispersive model:
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2 tions for all isotherms; it has simple algebraic≠C ≠q ≠C ≠ Ci i i i
] ] ] ]]´ 1 (12´ ) 1 u 5´ D (14) solutions in many cases [2,39–41]. The system ofT T e L 2≠t ≠t ≠z ≠z equations for a binary mixture has an analytical

This form is similar to the one found in the literature solution in the case in which the competitive Lang-
[2]. The only difference is in the replacement of the muir isotherm accounts for the isotherm behavior
total porosity in the RHS of Eq. (13) by the external [2,42]. The lumped kinetic model has also an
porosity. The initial and boundary conditions are analytical solution in the case of a single component
adapted from those used in the general rate model.with a Langmuir isotherm [43–45], but this solution
As in all the models,q is calculated from the is most complex and it takes as long to calculatei

appropriate isotherm equation. numerically as the solution of the PDE itself. In the
In cases in which the mass transfer resistances, case of single component breakthrough curves and a

without being large, cannot be entirely neglected, it Langmuir isotherm, however, a most simple result is
has become common to use the transport–dispersiveobtained (see shock layer in Section 2.4.2) [46–49].
model [29–38]. This model consists of Eq. (13) In all other cases, there are no analytical, let alone
completed by the following kinetic equation: algebraic, solutions. The current availability of high

computing power on every scientist’s desk, however,
≠qi makes rather easy the calculation of numerical] *5 k (q 2 q ) (15)f, i i i≠t

solutions of all models, in all cases. The only cases
*in which q is the concentration in the adsorption in which computing time may still be a problemi

monolayer at the adsorbent surface in equilibrium would be when numerical solutions of the general
with the concentrationC in the mobile phase, i.e. is rate model would be required for SMB systemsi

given by the equation of the equilibrium isotherm (steady-state is often approached sufficiently closely
(while in the equilibrium–dispersive model,q is only after over one or two hundred cycles) or fori

given by the isotherm equation). complex optimization problems (SMB with high
efficiency columns or with complex models). A few

2.3.9. Simplification of the equations of the more detail on these results are given below.
general rate model. III—The ideal model

In the ideal model, mass transfer between mobile 2.4.1. Algebraic solution of the ideal model for
and stationary phase is assumed to be instantaneoussingle components
and there is no axial dispersion [2]. So the mass The study of the mathematical properties of Eq.
balance equation simplifies to the hyperbolic first (15) shows that to each mobile phase concentration,
order partial differential equation: C, is associated a migration velocity,u , given by:z

≠C 12´ ≠q ≠C ui T i i
] ]]] ] ]]]1 1 u 50 (16) u 5 (17)z≠t ´ ≠t ≠z dqT

]11F dCIn contrast to the mass balance equations written
The velocityu depends only on the concentrationCearlier, which are parabolic equations, Eq. (15) can z

with which it is associated and on the local curvaturepropagate discontinuities [2]. From this property
of the isotherm. Thus, the velocity associated with aoriginate some of the unusual features of the ideal
given concentration is constant, and each concen-model of chromatography.
tration propagates along the column at a constant
velocity [2,50]. The point representing this con-2.4. Solutions of the equations of the models of
centration in a (t, z) graph moves along a straight linechromatography
called characteristic line. It follows that, in elution,
one side of the band tends to spread and becomeThese models can be sorted into two groups, the
increasingly diffuse because the velocity associatedequilibrium or ideal model [Eq. (15)] and the other
with a concentration increases with increasing con-models. In the elution case, the equation of the ideal
centration and the profile spreads. For a Langmuirmodel for a single component has analytical solu-
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isotherm (or for any other isotherm having the same given by the isotherm model. Introducing the solu-
curvature), this is the rear side. In contrast, the front tion of Eq. (18) into Eq. (17) gives the retention time
becomes increasingly steep. However, it is physically of the maximum concentration on the rear diffuse
impossible for the high, hence faster, concentrations part of the profile, hence the retention time of the
to pass the low, slower concentrations. This is why a front shock. A closed-form or algebraic solution of
concentration discontinuity or shock tends to build Eq. (18) requires knowledge of the equilibrium
up. isotherm. Solutions are easily obtained for the Lang-

This concentration shock migrates at a velocity muir, the biLangmuir, and the Freundlich isotherms
given by: [2].

The band profiles obtained with some importantu
]]]U 5 (18) isotherm models are illustrated in Fig. 1. The modelss Dq

selected are the Langmuir, the bilangmuir and the]11F
DC

Freundlich models (see the model equations in the
where Dq and DC are the amplitudes of the con- figure caption). Fig. 2 illustrates the excellent agree-
centration shock in the stationary and the mobile ment observed between the experimental profiles and
phases, respectively [2]. Comparing Eqs. (16) and the profiles calculated with the ideal model, using the
(17), one can see that the velocity of a shock of equilibrium isotherm (Langmuir in this case) derived
amplitude 0 toC (in the mobile phase) is lower than from independent measurements. The agreement
the velocity associated with a concentrationC on a between the two profiles improves with increasing
continuous profile. So, during the migration of a loading factor. The steepness of the front part of the
band, the shock erodes constantly, hence its velocity profiles increases with increasing sample size. The
decreases continuously. So, Eq. (17) cannot be usedfront becomes nearly vertical for loading factors in
without further elaboration to calculate the retention excess of a few percent. In the low concentration
time of the shock. range, the rear parts of the profiles are more strongly

Now, assume that a rectangular profile of widtht diffuse than predicted by the model and tail indefi-p

is injected on a column of lengthL. The rear nitely because of the finite column efficiency. The
discontinuity is unstable and, from Eq. (16), it curvature of this rear part is stronger for the ex-
follows that the equation of the rear of the elution perimental profiles than for the calculated ones. This
profile (in the case of Langmuirian isotherms) is: might be explained by a slight isotherm model error.

L dq
] ]S Dt(C)5 t 1 11F (19) 2.4.2. Algebraic solution of the ideal model for ap u dC

binary mixture
This is the most realistic application of the idealEq. (19) provides a means to derive isotherms

model because chromatography is foremost a sepa-from the rear of a high concentration injection. It is
ration method, not the study of relationships betweenthe equation used in ECP [51], a method that is
band profiles and the physico-chemical parametersbased on the use of the ideal model of chromatog-
characterizing the thermodynamics and kinetics ofraphy, and hence suffers from a model error when
phase equilibrium in a biphasic system. In the caseused with columns of low efficiency [52]. To com-
of two compounds exhibiting competitive Langmuirplete the prediction of the elution chromatogram
isotherm behavior in the phase system used, the twoobtained, the retention time of the front discontinuity
individual band profiles can be calculated complete-is required and it is simply derived by observing that
ly, using algebraic equations. Only the retention timethe area of the profile, proportional to the mass of
of the first compound has to be calculated by solvingcompound, is constant [41]. Hence, by integration,
numerically an integral [42]. Two examples of thethe maximum concentration of the band is:
algebraic solution are shown in Fig. 3. They corre-dq nU U] ]]q 2C C 5C 5 (20) spond to two different relative compositions of theM MdC F t Fv 0 binary mixture. The equations giving the values of
the different characteristics of the solution (coordi-where q 5 q(C ) and dq /dC(C ) are equationsM M
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Fig. 1. Band profiles obtained with the Langmuir (1,q 5 aC / [11 bC]), the biLangmuir (2,q 5 a C / [11 b C] 1 a C / [11 b C]) and the1 1 2 2
1 /nFreundlich (3,q 5 aC , n.1) isotherm models as solutions of the ideal model. Elution profile for a narrow injection. Conditions for the

9calculations: phase ratio:F50.25; column length 10 cm, diameter 0.46 cm; flow-rate:F 51 ml /min; retention factor:k 5Fa 5 6.0;v 0

isotherm coefficients:a 5 13.1;b 50.058;a 5 10.4;b 5 0.192;a 52.7; b 5 0.007;n 5 0.66; sample size: 66.7mmol. Reproduced with1 1 2 2

permission from G. Guiochon, S.G. Shirazi and A.M. Katti, ‘‘Fundamentals of Preparative and Nonlinear Chromatography,’’ 1994, p. 270
(Fig. 7.6), Academic Press, Boston, MA, USA.

nates of the points and equations of the curves) are experimental data are different for the two com-
available in the literature [2,42]. The two chromato- pounds. In this case, the isotherm model is not
grams illustrate the effects arising in chromatography thermodynamically consistent and must be corrected
from the competition between the two compounds [2]. It is obvious from the isotherm equation that an
for interaction with the stationary phase. Although increase in the concentration (C ) of the first com-1

the quantitative values depend on the parameters of ponent at constant value of the concentration of the
the isotherm equations, the qualitative nature of these second component (C ) results in a decrease in the2

interactions would be the same for most isotherm amount of first component adsorbed at equilibrium.
models. This explains why the concentration of the first

The competitive Langmuir isotherm model is component decreases when the second one begins to
written: elute (Fig. 3).

An important property of the ideal model is thatb q Ci s i
]]]]]q 5 (21) the concentration signals in the elution profiles endi 11 b C 1 b C1 1 2 2 after a finite time. This is easily explained by the

where b , b and q are numerical coefficients. In lack of axial dispersion and by the infinitely fast1 2 s

numerous cases, the values ofq fitting best the mass transfer that is assumed between the twos
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Fig. 2. Comparison between the solution of the ideal model and experimental band profiles. Samples: phenol on C silica, mobile phase18

20:80 methanol–water mixture, loading factors (%): 1, 2.1; 2, 4.3; 3, 6.4; 4, 8.5; and 5, 10.7; benzyl alcohol on silica, mobile phase 15:85
THF/n-heptane mixture, loading factors (%): 1, 0.47; 2, 0.95; 3, 1.9; 4, 3.8; 5, 4.6; and 6, 5.7. Reproduced with permission from
Golshan-Shirazi et al. [60] (Figs. 1 and 2), 1989 American Chemical Society.

phases. It is an important property of the first order second component but in the presence of the first
PDE [Eq. (16)]. Another important property, as seen one. This effect was named the tag-along effect [42].
in Fig. 3, is that the front of the elution profiles of It explains the difficulties encountered in the purifi-
both components are concentration discontinuities. A cation of a compound from later eluted impurities.
negative discontinuity in the elution profile of the Fig. 4 illustrates the agreement between the profile
first component takes place at the same time as a predicted by the ideal model and experimental data.
positive discontinuity of the concentration profile of It is excellent for the prediction of band profiles
the second component. This is the displacement needed for optimization purposes. Nevertheless, it is
effect of the first component by the second one [42]. not good enough for the solution of the inverse
This effect explains why the separation achieved is problem. Note that the profiles were calculated
often better than the chromatographer used to linear assuming that the competitive adsorption of the two
separations would tend to suppose. A second effect components follows Langmuir isotherm behavior.
is observed in Fig. 3, particularly in Fig. 3b. The Although the adsorption of each component is well
eluent concentration of the second component re- accounted for by the Langmuir model, this assump-
mains constant for a certain time after completion of tion usually introduces a certain amount of model
the elution of the first component. This is because error [2].
the velocity associated with a concentration of the
pure second component is always lower than the 2.4.3. Algebraic solutions of the lumped kinetic
limit at infinite dilution of the first component of the model
velocity associated with the same concentration of A particular case of this model is the Thomas
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Fig. 3. Schematics of the solution of the ideal model in the case
of two components and competitive Langmuir isotherms. In-
dividual elution profiles of the two components of a binary
mixture for a wide rectangular injection pulse. Thick solid line,
first component; thin solid line, second component; left (a), 1:3
mixture; right (b), 3:1 mixture. Conditions for the calculations:
phase ratio:F50.25; column length 10 cm, diameter 0.46 cm;
flow-rate: F 51 ml/min; separation factora51.2; retentionv

9factor: k 56.0; other isotherm coefficients:b 5 6; b 5 7.2;0,1 1 2

sample size: 66.7mmol; injection volume: 2.5 ml. Reproduced
with permission from S. Guiochon, S.G. Shirazi and A.M. Katti,
‘‘Fundamentals of Preparative and Nonlinear Chromatography,’’
1994, p. 270 (Fig. 8.5), Academic Press, Boston, MA, USA.

model which assumes that the lumped mass transfer
kinetics is given by the Langmuir model (desorption
rate proportional to the concentration in the adsorbed
phase, adsorption rate proportional to the difference Fig. 4. Comparison between experimental and calculated band

profiles for a wide pulse injection. Individual elution profiles ofbetween monolayer capacity and concentration in the
2-phenylethanol (h) and 3-phenylpropanol (s) in a 1:1 mixture.adsorbed phase). In this case, the isotherm is also
Profiles calculated assuming competitive Langmuir isotherms with

given by the Langmuir model. Then, the model has numerical parameters derived from the single component iso-
an analytical solution for the elution problem [43– therms measured by frontal analysis (solid lines) [89] (Fig. 7).
45]. This solution, however, has not proven to be Reproduced by permission of The American Institute of Chemical

Engineers. 1990 AIChE. All rights reserved.practical. It needs Bessel functions in its formulation
and the numerical calculation of these functions is
neither convenient nor fast. low). They derived an algebraic solution that relates

The algebraic solution of the lumped kinetic the shock layer thickness (SLT) and the column
models for the boundary conditions corresponding to efficiency. The SLT is approximately proportional to
the breakthrough curves is of far greater importance. the column HETP. Zhu et al. [48,49] have shown
In this case, the mathematical problem is considera- that, in the case of a Langmuir isotherm, the solution
bly simpler because the concentration increases (or of Rhee and Amundson becomes a simple algebraic
decreases) uniformly from a constant state (initial equation. This establishes a simple relationship be-

0 0condition,C 5C ) to a constant final state (C 5C ) tween the slope of the inflection tangent to thei f

[46,47]. Rhee and Amundson [46,47] showed that, breakthrough curve and the rate coefficient of the
under non-ideal conditions, with a positively curved lumped kinetic model. This approach was used to
isotherm (i.e. an isotherm that is convex upward), acquire simultaneously adsorption equilibrium and
the breakthrough curve moves along the column at kinetic data by recording breakthrough curves and to
the velocity of the shock,u [Eq. (17)], independent- investigate the mass transfer kinetics [20,29,53].s

ly of the column efficiency (as long as it is not very As explained in the previous section, in the case of
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a Langmuirian isotherm, high concentrations move cient of mass transfer between the mobile and the
faster than low concentrations, hence the front of a stationary phase, we obtain [46]:
breakthrough curve is self-sharpening. However, for

D11K Kuaan actual column, axial dispersion and the finite rate ]] ] ]]]Dx 5 1S 2 DK uof the mass transfer kinetics tend to broaden the (11K) k f

band. For a sharp front, the concentration gradient is bC 1 2 12u0steep. Dispersion becomes fast. Even rapid, mass U U]]] ]]3 ln (22)bC u0transfer kinetics can hardly lead to equilibrium
between the two phases when the concentration whereDx is the SLT,D the dispersion coefficient,ka f
gradient is steep. Band broadening tends to becomethe lumped rate coefficient,b the second coefficient
more intense when the band front becomes sharper 9of the Langmuir isotherm andK 5 k /(11 b C ). A0 0
and a steady-state is reached when the band prop-detailed study of the property of the SLT allowed a
agates without changing shape in a coordinate refer- realistic estimate of the performance limits of dis-
ence system moving at the velocity of the band [54]. placement chromatography [49].
This is the concept of shock layer, also found in Fig. 6 compares a staircase series of experimental
aerodynamic (the PDE of chromatography is the breakthrough curves with the curve calculated [38].
same as that of aerodynamic [2]). Rhee and Amun- Note that the isotherm of the compound studied is
dson [46] defined the shock layer thickness as the S-shaped, which explains why the first few ascend-
length distance between the two points where the ing steps are diffuse while the last descending steps
concentrations are the fractions 12u and u of the are self-sharpening. Again, the agreement is excel-
amplitude of the breakthrough curve (Fig. 5). The lent.
value ofu50.02 is usually chosen. If we assume a
transport–dispersive model in which axial dispersion

2.4.4. Numerical solutions of the equilibrium–arises from axial diffusion and eddy dispersion and
dispersive modelthe mass transfer resistance from a finite rate coeffi-

As explained earlier, the non-ideal behavior of
actual columns originates in the axial dispersion and
the finite rate of mass transfer between the two
phases of the chromatographic system. The former is
due to a combination of the axial diffusion in the
complex network of anastomized pores through
which the mobile phase percolates along the bed and
of the effects of the complex velocity distributions in
these channels [2,16]. It is accounted for in most
models of chromatography by either a coefficient of
axial dispersion or by Giddings’ coupled term [16]
that takes into account the combination of eddy
dispersion and radial diffusion in the eluent stream.

Formally, the equilibrium–dispersive model can
be presented as a model in which we assume that the
rate of mass transfer between the phases of the
system is infinite and we account for its effects on
the axial dispersion of the front and rear of the band
profile by no longer using the coefficient of axial
dispersion but an apparent or lumped dispersion

Fig. 5. Schematic of the shock layer profile illustrating the coefficient related to the column HETP by:
definition of the shock layer thickness [45–49]. Reprinted with

2permission from Zhu et al. [48] (Fig. 1). 1993, American s Hu
] ]Chemical Society. D 5 5 (23)L 2t 2
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Fig. 6. Comparison between experimental data (symbols) and a breakthrough curve calculated with the equilibrium–dispersive model.
Staircase frontal analysis of (1)- and (2)- Tr\0oger’s base. (a) (1) enantiomer, 308C, positive and negative steps. Column: 0.46310 cm,
packed with 15–25-mm microcrystalline cellulose triacetate; porosity, 0.602;F 50.5 ml /min, mobile phase 100% ethanol. Reproduced withv

permission from Seidel-Morgenstern et al. [38] (Figs. 3, 8 and 9).

where s is the variance of the band under linear obtained with actual columns that have a finite
conditions [2]. However, the model is actually based efficiency. All investigations have proven the va-
on a demonstration by Giddings [16] that, provided lidity of the method, as long as the efficiency is high
that the column efficiency is sufficiently high, as it is and the mass transfer kinetics is fast [2].
in most current applications of HPLC, there is an Under non-linear conditions, however, there are no
equivalence between the band broadening effects of analytical solutions for the equilibrium–dispersive
a finite rate of mass transfer and those of axial model. Solutions must be calculated numerically.
dispersion. This work was based on the demonstra- Several different approaches have been proposed,
tion by van Deemter et al. [12] that, if the mass using finite differences [6], collation on finite ele-
transfer kinetics is fast enough, the band profile ments [55] or more advanced algorithms [56].
obtained as a response to the injection of an infinitely Among the possible calculation schemes based on
narrow rectangular pulse injection is a Gaussian- finite differences, the forward–backward scheme
shaped band with a standard deviation related to the proposed by Rouchon et al. [57] has the great

2column HETP bys 5HL. This work provided also advantage that the calculation of a mass balance in
the van Deemter equation, the first HETP equation each differential slice of the column is not necessary
(Section 2.5.4). to obtain the new values of the solid and liquid

When applying the equilibrium–dispersive model concentrations, dramatically cutting the run time.
to non-linear chromatography problems, it is as- Furthermore, the proper selection of the values of the
sumed that the apparent axial dispersion coefficient integration elements allows the use of numerical
is independent of the concentration. This is reason- dispersion to simulate the effects of the actual,
able because, in this model, the influence of the finite physical dispersion and to account for the effects of a
column efficiency is considered to be small and is finite column efficiency [2,6]. This correspondence is
treated as a correction, the non-linear thermody- exact under linear conditions, not under non-linear
namics of phase equilibrium being the essential conditions [58], but the approximation remains ac-
cause of the shape of the band profiles observed. The ceptable in almost all cases, at least for single
correction accounts for the difference between the component profiles [2]. For binary mixtures, there
profiles predicted by the ideal model and those may be, in some cases, a small but noticeable
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difference between profiles calculated using the approach to tackle problems in which the mass
Rouchon method and those obtained with a finite transfer kinetics is moderately slow, e.g. in enantio-
element program [59]. separations or in the elution of proteins in ion-

Possibly the most fundamental result of our in- exchange chromatography, recent results have shown
vestigations of the equilibrium–dispersion model that this is not true [21]. The more complex pore
was the introduction of the Shirazi number,m model or general rate model should be considered
[2,60,61]. This number is defined by: when the mass transfer kinetics is slow and the

equilibrium–dispersive model fails.
2 29 9k k Figs. 7–9 compare experimental data obtained innb0 0

]] ]] ]]m 5N L 5N (24)S D S Df various separations, under widely different sets of9 9 911 k 11 k ´ SLk0 0 T 0
conditions (gradient elution (Fig. 7), system peaks
(Fig. 8) and SMB (Fig. 9)), with the band profileswhereN is the column efficiency,L its length,S its
calculated using the equilibrium–dispersive model.cross-section area,e its total porosity,n the amountT
The agreement is generally excellent. Exceptions toof compound injected,b the second coefficient of the
this rule are found when the kinetics of mass transferLangmuir isotherm (in such units that the productnb
is slow, e.g. in the separation of proteins. In this9is a volume),k the retention factor of the compound0
case, the general rate model gives excellent resultsat infinite dilution, andL the column loading factor.f
[21].The later is the sample size expressed as the fraction-

al amount of a monolayer. It is given by the
following equation:

2.5. Perturbation theories—from linear to non-
n nb linear chromatography

]]]] ]]L 5 5 (24a)f 9´ SLk(12´ )SLq T 0T s

Most chromatographers are essentially analysts
Thus, the Shirazi number is a reduced sample size. and are quite familiar with linear chromatography.

Its value indicates the degree of closeness of the Many models have been proposed for this particular
actual band profile to the one predicted by the ideal case and many have solutions. These solutions are

9model. In practice,k is between 1 and 10, so the identical, for all practical purposes when the column0
29 9term [k (11 k )] is between 0.25 and 0.83. This efficiency exceeds 50–100 theoretical plates [2,61].0 0

range is too wide for this term to be neglected when A variety of solutions were derived for the general
estimating the Shirazi number or in its discussion. rate model in linear chromatography and are re-
When m . 50, there is a very good agreement viewed in detail elsewhere [2]. An ingenious solution
between actual profiles and those predicted by the of the general rate model in the linear case, due to
ideal model, but for a finite slope of the very steep Carta [62], is worth noting. The model assumes that
front observed. The agreement is reasonable for identical injections are performed periodically. How-
values larger than 20–30. Below 10, it rapidly ever, the period can be chosen as long as needed for
becomes very poor. the concentration of the compound in the effluent to

The same numerical methods apply to the calcula- become practically negligible at the end of the
tion of the individual band profiles for multicom- period. Solutions of two simpler models are more
ponent mixtures [2]. As for single components, an interesting for our purpose here. First is the solution
excellent agreement is observed between experimen- of the equilibrium–dispersive model which intro-
tal profiles and profiles calculated with the equilib- duced the Gaussian profile into chromatography.
rium–dispersive model in a wide range of ex- Second, of great seminal importance, is the solution
perimental conditions, including concentrations, as that was derived by Lapidus and Amundson for the
long as the column efficiency is good. When the lumped kinetic model [11]. Later, van Deemter et al.
mass transfer kinetics is slow, more complex models [12] showed that this rather formidable solution
are required. Although the lumped kinetic model is simplifies into a Gaussian profile when the mass
often considered in the literature as an acceptable transfer kinetics is reasonably fast. This later work is
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Fig. 7. Comparison between experimental data (symbols) and chromatograms (solid lines) calculated with the equilibrium–dispersive model.
Increasing sample sizes of lyzozyme on a Vydac C column. Sample size:h, 1 ml (0.40 mg,L 52.9%);3, 2 ml (0.81 mg,L 55.8%);1,18 f f

3 ml (1.21 mg,L 58.7%); ands, 4 ml (1.62 mg,L 511.6%). Solution concentration: 0.405 mg/ml. Mobile phase composition: initialf f

acetonitrile /water, 25:75 (0.1% TFA); gradient rate, (a) 1% ACN/min, (b) 0.5% ACN/min. Reproduced with permission from M.Z. El
Fallah and G. Guiochon, Biotechnol. Bioeng. 39 (1992) 877 (Fig. 6).

the theoretical basis of all work done later on the The solution was derived long ago by Lapidus and
HETP equations. Amundson [11]:

Numerous attempts were made to extend toward
]]

NNhigh concentrations some of these solutions. This 2]2 (z 2t )d d2t]]C (z ,t )5 e dd d dapproach is often considered in the physical sciences 2ptœ d (25)and is known as the perturbation method. It often z t
] ]with z 5 and t 5d dsupplies interesting results. It turned out, however, L tR

that the results that it gives in chromatography are
not acceptable in a wide enough concentration range Thus, the concentration profile along the column
to satisfy the needs of the modeling of preparative (t 5constant) is Gaussian while the elution profiled

chromatography. This is because perturbation meth- (z 5const) is not. It may surprise analytical chemistsd

ods cannot take into account the strong concentration to know that solutions that are formally very differ-
dependence of the velocity associated with a con- ent (and no longer Gaussian) are obtained for seem-
centration. ingly nearly identical problems of a Dirac injection

made in space or for columns extending from only
z50 (where the injection is done) toz 5 1` or

2.5.1. Solution of the equilibrium–dispersive model from z50 to z 5L. This has to be so because the
in linear chromatography mathematical problems are different. It is reassuring,

The simplest solution of this model assumes that a however, that the differences between these profiles
Dirac pulse injection is made at pointz50, in an under any set of realistic conditions are negligible
infinitely long column stretching from2` to 1`. [2].
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detail, for both the breakthrough curve and the
elution profile. It would not be useful to reproduce
their solution that is formidable in its complexity. It
includes a Bessel modified integral of the first kind
and of order 1, a function known to be difficult and
long to calculate numerically, so the calculation of a
profile in a specific case takes longer if it is done
from the analytical solution than by numerical
integration of the PDE system in Eq. (26).

Nevertheless, this solution has great seminal im-
portance because it was at the origin of the two most
fruitful lines of investigations in fundamental chro-
matography that developed since its publication.
First, van Deemter et al. [12] showed that this
solution can be simplified into a Gaussian profile
whenever the column efficiency is not very small, a
case that includes all the practical applications of
analytical and preparative chromatography. From
this work arose the entire field of HETP inves-
tigations. Second, we observe that, for all practical

Fig. 8. Comparison between experimental data (symbols) and
purposes, the important results are the values of thechromatograms (solid lines) calculated with the equilibrium–dis-
parameters that define the peak position, its width,persive model. Band profiles corresponding to the additive system
and its asymmetry. This information is easily de-peaks (a) and solute peaks (b) corresponding to the separation of a

binary solute mixture of benzyl alcohol (BA) and 2-phenylethanol rived, at least in linear chromatography, from the
(PE) (2:1, w/w) with a total solute concentration of 30 g/ l. The values of the peak moments, values that can be
mobile phase contains 20 g/ l of 2-methylbenzyl alcohol (MBA) in

measured from the elution curve or derived from thea mixture of methanol and water (1:1, v /v). Flow rate, 0.8
solution of the Laplace transform. Thus was momentml /min, volume injected, 0.5 ml. Symbols: BA (s and dashed
analysis of band profiles generated.line), PE (h and dash-dotted line), and MBA (] and solid line).

˜Reproduced with permission from Quinones et al. [15] (Fig. 12),
 2000 American Chemical Society. 2.5.3. The HETP equations

The original van Deemter equation [12] was:
2.5.2. Solution of the transport–dispersive model

292D k uL 0in linear chromatography ]] ]] ]]H 5 12 (27)S D9 9u 11 k k k0 0 mThe equation system of the lumped kinetic model
in its transport–equilibrium version: where k is the lumped rate coefficient of the mass

transfer kinetics. This equation became popular in
2

≠C ≠C ≠q ≠ C chromatography under the conventional form:
] ] ] ]]u 1 1F 5D 2≠x ≠t ≠t ≠x (26) B≠q ]H 5 A1 1Cu (28)]5 2 k [q 2 f(C)] uf≠t

and, later, in HPLC, under the name of the Knox
where f(C) is the isotherm, withf(C)5 aC in the equation [63]:
case of a linear isotherm. This system of PDE is easy

B 1 / 3to solved in the Laplace domain. The difficulty, as ]H 5 1 Au 1Cu (29)ualways with this method, is in calculating the inverse
of the solution, in order to return with it from the whereA, B, andC are empirical coefficients. These
Laplace domain into the real domain. Lapidus and last two equations are purely empirical and their
Amundson [11] have discussed this inversion in coefficients have no real physical meaning. They are
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Fig. 9. Schematics of the SMB principle.

not predictable. Somewhere, analysts lost touch with or those contained in more advanced models inte-
theoreticians and stopped paying attention to the grating, for example, the contribution of surface
actual meaning of the van Deemter equation. Admit- diffusion [64]. In non-linear chromatography, how-
tedly, it is difficult to measure by non-chromato- ever, the very concept of HETP is not useful. The
graphic methods the various parameters of the numerical calculations of band profiles using the
original van Deemter equations or those of the far equilibrium–dispersive model requires the HETP
more complex equations derived from a moment under linear conditions. Its mobile phase dependence
analysis of the general rate model: is useful for optimization studies. Detailed inves-

tigations of the dependence of the HETP of a phase
22D k system on the different parameters involved supplyL 1

]] ]]H 5 12S Du 11 k information on the nature and relative intensity of the1

corresponding phenomena and should help is select-2 2ud ud k up p p ing the major contributions to use in applying the]] ]] ]] ]]3 1 1 (30)F GS D60FD 6Fk 11 k Fkp f p ads general rate model to a specific case.
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We have so far neglected the extra-column contri- onset of column overloading. In contrast, the per-
butions to the plate height that originate from the turbation of the ideal, non-linear model, the solution
injector, the connecting tubes and the detector. These of which contains a shock or discontinuity (Section
contributions must be properly accounted for. We 2.4.1), is entirely different from that of a continuous
neglected also the influence of the deviation of the solution, such as that of the non-ideal linear model.
packed bed from homogeneity. Experimentally, it The mathematical methods of perturbation to be used
was shown that the column efficiency measured by are different. The shock layer theory is, in fact, a
classical chromatographic methods (i.e. from the perturbation solution of the ideal model. The limit of
standard deviation of the distribution of the residence the shock layer at zero dispersion coefficient is a true
time of the sample molecules in the column) is twice concentration shock or discontinuity. In the shock
as large as the efficiency derived from the apparent layer, the diffusion term of the mass balance PDE is
dispersion of the molecules measured by NMR very large and the effect of diffusion on the profile is
during a short period of time [65]. Theoretical considerable. It replaces the shock, that is infinitely
investigations have shown that this effect of a radial narrow, with a shock layer of finite thickness.
distribution of the bed properties is difficult to If the deviation of the isotherm from linear
correct [66–68]. The plate height derived by Gid- behavior is moderate and if the mass transfer kinetics
dings [16] is written: is reasonably fast, a perturbation solution may be

found. This is a classical approach in the physics or
2gD lm physical chemistry of non-linear phenomena. The
]] ]]]H 5 1S 1Cu (31)21u kinetic equation in Eq. (26) can be rewritten:11vu

1 ≠qwhereg, l, andv are geometrical parameters of the
]]q 5 f(C)2 (32)bed and the packing material that are also related to k ≠tf

the size and internal porosity of the particles. The
When the rate coefficient increases indefinitely, thenumber of parameters in the proper combination of
second term of the RHS of the equation tends towardEqs. (30) and (31) is staggering, making is extreme-
0. The zeroth and first order approximation are thus:ly difficult to determine them by model identifica-

tion. This is why HETP investigations have lead to q 5 f(C)
relatively little progress in the detailed understanding

1 ≠f(C) (33)of the numerous phenomena involved in the broaden- ]]]q 5 f(C)2 k ≠tfing of chromatographic bands.

Since we are investigating the consequences of
moderate deviations of the isotherm from linear2.5.4. Perturbation solutions
behavior, we consider a two term expansion of theAs shown earlier, there are algebraic solutions for
isotherm:only two chromatographic models, the linear non-

ideal model and the non-linear ideal model. Thus, it
2f(C)5 aC 1 a C (34)2is tempting to use one of the classical perturbation

methods available and to apply it to either of these
wherea and a are constant (and witha C , , a).2 2two solutions and extend this solution into the non-
Combining these equations gives:

ideal, non-linear range. The solutions derived by
Houghton [69] or by Haarhoff and Van der Linde 2

≠C ≠C ≠ C ≠C
[70] that are discussed in the next section are ] ] ]] ]u 1 2D 1Fa2 1≠x ≠t ≠t≠xexamples of perturbation solutions of the linear,

2 2 2 2Fa Fanon-ideal model using a two-term expansion of the ≠C ≠ C ≠ C1 2
]] ]]]] ]]]]1Fa 2 2 5 0 (35)2 2 2 2isotherm. These solutions account for what happens k k≠t ≠t ≠tf f

when the concentration of the injected band is such
Neglecting the last term, that is a second order term,that the equilibrium isotherm is moderately non-
and simplifying, we obtain:linear. Their study informs us on what happens at the
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22 2t / 2
≠C ≠C ≠ C e
] ] ]] ]]]]]]]u 1 (11Fa ) 2D X 5 (39)1 2 t]≠x ≠t ≠x Œ* *]2p cothm 1 erf ]Œ22 2Fa≠C ≠ C12]] ]]]]1Fa 2 5 0 (36)2≠t k 9k≠tf ]0 Œ]]X 5 bC N

911 k0The solution of this equation is a concentration
t 2 t9k R,0] 0distribution,C(x, t), along the column length that is a Œ ]]]]]t 5 N (40)911 k t 2 t0 R,0 0function of time, i.e. migrates along the column. It

29kcan be written as the sum of two terms 0
]]m 5N LF G f911 k0C 5C 1C (37)l p

(see Eq. (24) for the definition ofL ). In spite of thefwhere C is the solution of the linear, zero-order,l simplifications made in the calculations, the profile
approximation, i.e. the solution of Eq. (26) with obtained is essentially correct when the product
q 5FaC, andC is a perturbation term which tendsp bC , 0.05 (C is the maximum concentration in2 Max Maxtoward 0 witha C . Combination of these equations2 the band) and is reasonably close to the correct one
gives a PDE that allows the determination ofCp when bC , 0.1 [70,71]. Note that preparativeMax[56]. Although this calculation is simpler than that of liquid chromatography is often carried out with
C , the complexity of the linear solution (Sectionl values ofbC exceeding 0.20–0.30. Note that theMax2.5.2) precludes its practical use. main deviations between correct and approximate

solutions arise from the incorrect approach used to
2.5.5. Approximate analytical solutions of the solve the problem (perturbation method), not from
equilibrium–dispersive model under non-linear the simplification made when replacing the true
conditions isotherm [Eq. (1)] by a parabolic one [Eq. (38)].

Two approximate solutions of the equilibrium There is an interesting relationship between the
dispersive model in the case of a parabolic isotherm retention time of the maximum of the band (t ) andM

are well known, those of Houghton [69] and of its concentration (C ) [2]:Max

Haarhoff and Van der Linde [70]. The second of
t 5 t 22bC (t 2 t ) (41)these solutions is better than the first one. It con- M R,0 Max R,0 0

serves the peak area, i.e. the mass of component
contained in the band. Accordingly, we will restrict This equation allows the derivation of the maxi-
this discussion to this second solution. As long as the mum concentration for which the isotherm behavior
concentrations considered are low enough and the can be considered as linear, taking as definition of
equilibrium isotherm does not deviate much from linear behavior a change in retention that is in-
linear behavior, it is legitimate to replace the iso- significant within the precision of the measurements.
therm by its second order Taylor expansion around
the origin: 2.5.6. Empirical perturbation solutions

Many chromatographers, interested in preparativeq 5 aC(12 bC) (38)
applications, studied in the late 1980s the depen-

where a and b are the coefficients of a classical dence of the band broadening on the sample size.
Langmuir isotherm. Introduced in the mass balance Interpreting as a dispersive contribution to band
equation, this expression gives a PDE which has no broadening what is fundamentally a thermodynamic
solutions. It was simplified by replacing some terms effect can only lead to empirical investigations.
that are functions of the concentration by their value Never in the history of chromatography were the
derived from the ideal model, for the same isotherm viewpoints of the leading analysts more at odds with
[71]. A solution correct at the first order, hence those of the chemical engineers. Unfortunately, if the
conserving mass is obtained with: second were right, their solution was far heavier and
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more complex than the one the former were hoping only at very low concentrations since, under non-
for. linear conditions, the convolution of the thermo-

Careful experiments may lead to useful empirical dynamic band profile by apparent axial dispersion is
correlations and interesting insights, provided the shift-variant [76].
investigators keep in mind that, although the most Nevertheless, in the range of low concentrations
efficient columns are the first to exhibit significant within which the onset of column overloading takes
band broadening when the sample size is increased, place and the band profiles begin to be affected by
they always remain the most efficient. Usually, the the sample size, we may assume the rule of variance
conventional expression relating plate number and addition, and hence write that the HETP is given by
band width can be applied to this study [72], with the the sum of two contributions, one of thermodynamic,
new definition: the other of kinetic origin. The second one is derived

from the column efficiency at infinite dilution. ThewL L 1 / 2 2] ] ]] first one may be calculated from the band profileH 5 5 ( ) (42)N 16 tap R given by the analytical solution of the ideal model
[2]. The result of the exercise is merely a morewhereN , t andW are the apparent plate numberap R 1 / 2
precise form of Eq. (42) [2]. The work of Eble et al.(under load), the retention time of the band maxi-
[74,77–80] was carried out using an algorithm basedmum and the baseline bandwidth, respectively. These
on the Craig model and the Langmuir isotherm tothree parameters are functions of the sample size.
calculate the band profiles. Accordingly, the profilesPoppe and Kraak [72] showed even that the apparent
obtained were relatively accurate numerical solutionsplate number is a function of the loading factor,m
of the equilibrium–dispersive model, calculated with[Eq. (40c)] and is given by:
the backward–forward finite difference scheme

29k0 [2,81]. These authors proceeded then to derive]]N 5Nf(m)5Nf N, , L (43)S F G Dap f911 k empirical correlations for these correct profiles,0

correlations that were satisfactory at low concen-This equation was also used by Knox and Pyper [73]
trations but could not hold at higher concentrationsand by Eble et al. [74]. It derives directly from the
because the strong influence of the curvature of theHaarhoff–Van der Linde equation [70]. Unfortuna-
equilibrium isotherm, an influence that has no equiv-tely, there is no similar equation for the apparent
alent in other fields of chromatography, was largelyretention factor. Eble et al. [74] suggested an equa-
overlooked. Furthermore, this empirical model en-tion similar to Eq. (42):
countered serious difficulties in accounting for the

0 ]Œ9k95 k g( m) (44) influence of isotherm competition on the individual
band profiles [78–80]. An approach that could have
been useful if developed 10 years earlier when theHowever, this relation is empirical and is not
derivation of numerical solutions of the simplestequivalent to Eq. (41). It is valid only in the same
model of non-linear chromatography was impracticalrange as the Haarhoff–Van der Linde equation, for
had to be abandoned.very low values of the loading factor. The solution

cannot be obtained simply by applying axial disper-
2.6. Optimization problemssion to the profile since dispersion broadens the

profile but, as a consequence, also makes it shorter.
The literature on optimization contains numerousThere is no easy way to derive the new height [73].

reports on empirical investigations and a few theoret-Besides, experiments show that the profiles become
ical studies. Usually, the former discuss too fewstrongly unsymmetrical with increasing sample size
specific cases to allow for the derivation of reason-and that their retention times usually decrease. The
ably broad rules. Only theoretical discussions cansuggestion to use Eq. (41) [75] did not attract
place such empirical observations into proper per-attention and was not pursued by their authors. The
spective. Thus, the systematic use of computerapproach by Knox and Pyper [73], based on the rule
programs implementing the different models ofof variance addition, had a similar fate. It is valid
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chromatography greatly facilitates theoretical inves- 2.6.1. Optimization of industrial-scale separations
tigations of optimization problems. In practice, to A systematic approach is recommended to opti-
apply this method to the determination of the op- mize industrial separations. It involves the following
timum conditions for the separation of a specific feed steps that are justified elsewhere [2].
and the production of a certain purified compound, (1) First, the best combination of a stationary
the relevant physico–chemical data must be acquired phase and a mobile phase solution must be selected.
in the range of conditions (e.g. temperature, flow- Systematic experiments are required to compare the
rate) that are considered to be practical. Depending packing materials which are commercially available
on the rate of the mass transfers, the proper model in sufficient amounts. (Serious difficulties may be
must be chosen, following simple rules [21,28]. encountered when several batch of a ‘‘designer’’
Thus, this approach is heavy and expensive and stationary phase must be combined to pack a large
cannot be used for the optimization of separations column [83].) The separation factor must be large
made at the laboratory scale. For obvious reasons, and the retention factors relatively small [82,84].
few actual examples of application of this powerful More importantly still, the feedstock must be suffi-
approach are available in the literature. ciently soluble in the mobile phase and the saturation

Any optimization problem begins by the selection capacity of the adsorbent must be large. These last
of the objective function. The best objective function two factors are usually of little concern in the
in industrial preparative chromatography would obvi- development of an analytical separation. They are of
ously be the product cost. However, reasonable primary concern for the economics of a preparative
estimates of the cost figures are usually not available separation.
for fundamental or general investigations. The objec- (2) Accurate measurements of the physico-chemi-
tive function generally used in academic studies is cal parameters of the required separation in the phase
the production rate [2]. Maximizing it is realistic system selected are necessary to determine satisfac-
only in those cases in which capital costs largely tory estimates of the optimum experimental con-
dominate the product costs. In practice, the operation ditions. This includes the measurement of equilib-
costs, particularly those of the solvent used and of rium isotherm data, the selection of the proper
the wasted feedstock (recycling it is a possible option competitive isotherm model, the derivation of accur-
that is not easy to implement), often account for a ate estimates of its parameters for all the feed
large fraction of the production costs. Felinger components of importance, and the measurement of
proposed as objective function the product of the the parameters that characterize the mass transfer
production rate and the recovery yield and showed kinetics. Depending on the specifics of the case, the
that, in practice, the use of this function avoids latter include the column efficiency as a function of
extreme ways of maximizing the production rate and the mobile phase velocity (if the equilibrium–disper-
delivers optimum conditions for which the recovery sive model can be applied) or other mass transfer
yield remains reasonable and the production rate is coefficients, e.g. pore diffusion, and the viscosity of
not far below its absolute maximum [82]. the feed solutions in the mobile phase because the

Separations carried out in the laboratory, in the inlet pressure at constant flow-rate depends on this
course of an investigation program, usually require viscosity and may vary markedly during a cycle [85].
the rapid development of separation schemes which Caution is necessary to extrapolate to large size
are easy to implement rapidly. The time spent by columns the results of measurements carried out on
chemists to develop it is usually the main cost factor. analytical size columns. The influence of a difference
Empirical rules are useful. Calculations requiring the in the packing density of the columns used in the
prior acquisition of a large amount of data are often laboratory and the plant is often overlooked, with
ruled out. In contrast, industrial scale preparative costly consequences.
chromatography requires careful minimization of the (3) Once this information is available, a computer
costs but is performed under conditions that allow program can be used to derive the optimum ex-
more time and greater means to develop the exact perimental conditions for the required production,
process. using the proper objective function and taking into
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account the important cost components, the required derived assuming a simple plate height equation and
purity, and the various constraints (e.g. minimum neglecting the effects of adsorption competition
yield, maximum inlet pressure). The cost of various between the feed components:
economic strategies can be easily compared [86].

2 ]]]9d k D h1 a 21p 0,2(4) Finally, the results of these calculations must mS D] ]]]]]] ]]]5 (45)
opt 9L 4 a 11 k 3k c DPbe validated, by making an appropriate series of œ0,2 0

experiments, preferably at the pilot scale.
9where k is the retention factor of the second0,2

component of the main pair,DP is the maximum2.6.2. Optimization of laboratory-scale separations
pressure at which the equipment available can beIn the laboratory, separations are usually carried
operated safely on a routine basis, andc is theout at a much lower scale than in production, a short
numerical coefficient of the third term in Knox platedevelopment time is of the essence, and manpower is
height equation [Eq. (29)]. Thus, the most conveni-the main if not the essential cost factor. So, the
ent average particle size can be chosen among thedetermination of the parameters of the thermody-
different grades available for the selected stationarynamics and the kinetics of the feed separation cannot
phase. Then, the column of optimum length can bebe as comprehensive as for an industrial separation.
packed or a commercial column having a value ofThe potential cost savings would not justify such an

2d /L close to the optimum can be selected.approach. Nevertheless, some measurements are p

(3) After the column is equilibrated with therequired, e.g. to select the best phase system. A
mobile phase, the flow-rate is optimized by injectingsystematic approach, applying some simple rules,
small samples and increasing the flow-rate until themay save much time. The following set of practical
resolution obtained is approximately equal to 1.7–2rules appears as a good compromise between the
if the separation must be carried out under touchingopposite requirements of a fundamental and a practi-
bands condition (i.e. with a 100% recovery yield), orcal approach.
a resolution near unity if the separation is to be done(1) The search for the best chromatographic
under overlapping bands condition (which gives asystem remains a necessary first step. This system
higher production rate at the cost of a yield loss).should give: (i) the maximum possible resolution

(4) An estimate of the optimum sample size isbetween the critical feed components, i.e. the com-
given by the following equation giving the loadingponent of interest and its nearest neighbors; (ii) a
factor in the case of a touching bands strategy:retention factor for the first component not exceeding

2; (iii) a reasonable or large saturation capacity for 2(a 2 1)the main components of the feedstock; and (iv) a ]]]L 5f,2,t 2
a (11 r)good solubility of the feed in the mobile phase. This (46)

Llast condition is critical, but is not always possible to f,1
]]with r 5satisfy. A good example of the difficulties in finding a Lf,2

a ‘‘good’’ solvent of the feed and of the potential
pay-off is to be found in the case of the purification (where a is the separation factor of the two com-
of the fullerene C [87]. It is important that the ponents andL their loading factor, Eq. (24a)) and60 f,i

search for the best chromatographic system be by a similar but more complex equation in the case
limited to those phases that can be used in prepara-of overlapping bands strategy [2]. The derivation of
tive applications. The rest of the development work these equations is based on the assumption of
should be done with a sample of the phase which has Langmuir adsorption behavior. In the many cases in
been selected (including same particle size). which deviation from this behavior is modest, the

(2) A second step is the optimization of the best approach for the rapid determination of suffi-
column length and the particle size for maximum ciently precise estimates of these parameters is the
production rate. In practice, there is an optimum for retention time method [88].

2the ratiod /L but no separate optima forL and d Experiments carried out with an analytical columnp p

[2]. A satisfactory approximation of the optimum having the optimum geometry permit an empirical
2ratio d /L is given by the equation below. It was determination of the optimum sample size for eitherp
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approach and a fine tuning of the optimum con- large amounts of cell debris in suspension. This
ditions. change in the conventional flow-sheet allows a rapid

In analytical applications, the injection bandwidth pre-clean-up of the effluent of the fermentors and the
is usually tiny compared to that of the elution peak, extraction of a coarse fraction containing the com-
so the shape of the injection profile is not of great pounds of interest, for further processing [97].
concern, as long as it does not tail badly. In all Most implementations of preparative chromatog-
preparative applications, however, wide injections, as raphy use overloaded elution. This batch process
wide or wider than the peaks at infinite dilution, are consists in periodically injecting a large amount of
often made. The injection profiles at the column inlet feedstock and in collecting purified fractions. Its
should be close to rectangular. Otherwise, serious advantage is its simplicity, its disadvantages are that
differences may arise between calculated and re- it is a dilution process and that it forces a com-
corded band profiles [89,90]. Extra-column band promise between production rate and recovery yield.
broadening often causes yield losses or affects the A mixed fraction is collected that must be discarded

´purity of the product. The location of the cut points or recycled. In spite of much effort by Horvath and
is also changed. A well-designed system can avoid his group [98–101], displacement chromatography
such effects and permits a more economical process. has been unable to get a foothold. In this process, a
This observation applies also to SMB [91]. stream of a solution of a strongly adsorbed com-

The procedure just described usually gives rapid pound, the displacer, flushes the column after in-
and excellent results. The production rate may often jection of the feed. With this method, a larger feed
be increased further, if needed, by increasing the amount can be injected and the collected fractions
sample size, reducing the retention factor, and in- are more concentrated than with elution. However,
creasing the mobile phase velocity. This requires the need to regenerate the column lengthens the
further experiments. Examples of applications of the batch period, mixed fractions are also collected, and
method were provided by Newburger et al. [92,93]. the need to use a displacer causes additional prob-

lems with a regulatory aspect that is often hard to
contemplate. Various recycling procedures have been

3. Instruments and practical issues investigated extensively for over 30 years [102,103].
It does not seem, however, that their major advan-

The instrumentation and methodology used in tage, the elimination of the waste of the intermediate,
preparative liquid chromatography has not change mixed fraction at practically no production rate cost
much in the last 10 years. In contrast, the quality of can compensate for the disadvantages of their higher
the packing materials has markedly improved. Com- cost and complexity, at least in the mind of the users.
pressed bed columns have become widely accepted In contrast, the simulated moving bed process
as giving highly reproducible results but we still do (SMB) has become the process of choice for the
not fully understand the compression process [94]. separation and purification of enantiomers from a
Radial and annular compression have nearly dis- feed composed of the racemic mixture or resulting
appeared in favor of axial compression, although the from an incompletely selective stereochemical syn-
properties of radially compressed columns have not thesis [104]. While very high enantiomeric purities
been as seriously investigated as those of axially cannot be achieved economically with SMB, this
compressed columns. Investigations on the behavior process appears as a key intermediate for the pro-
of particle beds under mechanical stress have pro- duction of drug intermediates. Its detailed review,
vided useful information on what is actually happen- however, is beyond the scope of this work.
ing during the packing of a chromatographic column
[94–96]. However, these clues have not yet led to 3.1. Axial, radial, and annular dynamic
significant progress in column efficiency. In the same compression columns
field, the use of expanded beds has attracted interest.
This new technique allows percolation, without It has long been recognized that packing large
fouling the column, of the raw feedstocks from the diameter columns using the traditional procedures
biotechnology industry, feedstocks containing rather requires extreme means [105] or generates beds that
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are unstable in the long run, causing severe losses of metastable position in a column bed is several orders
performance in operation and requiring difficult and of magnitude larger than its thermal energy (kT5

214costly interventions. The need to prepare stable beds 6.1310 erg). These two energies become com-
has led to the development of several compression parable only for a value ofDh510 nm, more than
processes. The bed can be compressed axially [106], two orders of magnitude smaller than the particle
as in a syringe, radially [107], by using a plastic or diameter. Certainly, in a free suspension, given the
rubber wall column contained in a steel chamber and buoyancy of the solvent, particles of this size scatter
keeping a fluid under pressure between these two and their density decreases by a factor 2 for an
walls, or in an annular fashion [108] by moving a increase in altitude of|0 mm. However, in a densely
conical rod along the axis of the bed. Little ex- packed bed, a particle would need a certain activa-
perience is available with this third approach. As far tion energy to change position, i.e. to diffuse. It
as we know, it was used mainly for laboratory scale cannot find this energy and remains stuck forever at
applications and few units were sold before its the same position, unless a catastrophic event
manufacture stopped. The axial compression process changes the bed structure [94,95,111]. These events
dominates the market. Columns with diameters rang- take place during periods of consolidation, when a
ing between|2.5 and 80 cm (at least) are available mechanical stress is applied to the bed [95].
commercially. On the other hand, the radial compres- So, not only particles do not migrate inside packed
sion process has declined to almost nothing, both at beds, but most heterogeneity in the particle dis-
the laboratory and the preparative level, largely tribution tends to last indefinitely. This is certainly
because it has not been promoted. true for heterogeneities in the radial distribution of

Detailed investigations of the properties of dy- the particle size. Dry packing methods tend to
namic axial [109–111] and radial [112–114] com- segregate large particles close to the wall, fine ones
pression columns were published. The goal of these in the center of the bed. This was at the origin of the
methods is the preparation of homogeneous beds. poor efficiency observed for the first wide-diameter
They succeed in preparing stable, dense beds that columns packed for preparative gas chromatography
give columns with good efficiencies [109–114]. [115]. Drastic methods of packing were developed to
However, these beds are not homogeneous (see remedy these effects [105,116]. This phenomenon
Section 3.2). The friction of the bed against the does not take place to a great extent in the slurry
column wall during the axial compression causes the packing process used in the preparation of columns
packing density to be higher against the wall than in for liquid chromatography. On the contrary, the
the core region. Similarly, because mechanical stress packing density of the columns is found to be higher
does not convey homogeneously in particulate beds, close to the column wall and lower in the core
radial compression also gives beds that are denser region. The extent of the radial variation of the
against the wall than in the core region. The packing mobile phase velocity across the column may be of
density also varies along the column, in the axial several percent in good columns, corresponding to a
directions. However, the effects on the column radial variation of their packing density of the order
efficiency of a systematic variation of the packing of 1%. Various attempts at altering the classical
density in the axial direction are much less important methods of column preparation have not produced
than those of its systematic variation in the radial any significant improvements in these performances
direction. [94]. However, NMR studies of the axial dispersion

in chromatographic beds have shown that radial
3.2. Properties of column beds heterogeneity of the distribution of the mobile phase

velocity contributes to half the band broadening in
Column beds are not homogeneous. They cannot excellent columns, probably much more in fair ones

be. There are no processes in a column that can let [117,118].
particles move from the position that they occupy at It was shown that the source of a radial dis-
the end of the packing process, as illustrated in Table tribution of the packing density of column beds is the
1. The potential energy of a particle occupying a friction of this bed along the wall and the differential
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Table 1
Properties of particles of packing materials

Particle diameter (mm) 10 5 3
3 22 22Particle volume (pd /6) (pl) 0.52 6.5310 1.4310

aParticle mass (ng) 0.81 0.10 0.022
211 212 212Potential energy of one particle for 7.9310 9.7310 2.2310

Dh51 mm (erg)
214 214 214Thermal energy of one particle (kT ) 6.1310 6.1310 6.1310

bat 293 K (erg)

Ratio potential / thermal energy 1300 160 36

Number of particles in 1 g of 1.25 10 45
packing material (billions)

The ratio of the potential to the thermal energy precludes the possibility of any significant movement of one particle in respect of its
neighbors. It could be argued that the buoyancy of the particles in the mobile phase and the Brownian motion could combine and help the
particles in moving around. This does not happen. Even in a dilute slurry (in which the interactions between particles are negligible and their
relative migration easy), the extent of Brownian motion is nil. The ratio of the equilibrium concentrations of 3-mm particles in a dilute
slurry, 1mm above the bottom of the flask and at its bottom is [14]

F Dxp
]

kTK 5 e

whereF is the force acting on the particles (their weight minus their buoyancy),Dx 5 1 mm, k is Boltzman constant andT the temperature
(K). With the numbers above, the apparent particle weight is 8 pg, assuming a density of the slurry solvent of 1, and we obtain log
K5212.9, a negligible ratio.

a Assuminge 50.40 and the density of silica,r52.6.i
b 3 /2 kT.

migration of the particles in the direction parallel to of these units is required prior to introducing them
the column axis in the last instants of the bed into conventional chromatography columns, other-
consolidation, whether under axial mechanical stress wise, the suspended cell debris would rapidly clog
(axial compression columns) or under hydrostatic these columns. Anspach et al. [97] have shown that
stress (slurry packing) [95,96]. It does not seem, expanded beds can be used to trap proteins from
however, that packing materials that have higher fermentation broths or cell homogenates. These beds
friction coefficients with stainless steel give lower are obtained by filling a column with the appropriate
column efficiencies [96]. Although the properties and suspension of packing material and not closing it
the behavior of column beds are beginning to be with a top frit that constrains the bed and prevents it
better understood, we still have to translate this new from moving upward when the mobile phase begins
knowledge into improved methods for the packing of to percolate through it. The expansion of the bed by
more efficient columns. a factor 2–3 is allowed. Provided that the velocity of

the stream of mobile phase percolating through the
3.3. Properties of expanded beds bed is such that the settling velocity of the par-

ticulates in suspension in the feedstock is much
One of the important applications of preparative lower than that of the packing particles, the proteins

liquid chromatography is the extraction of recombi- are adsorbed in the bed and the cells or debris in
nant proteins from cell cultures and their preparation. suspension in the feed leave the column.
The first step of the recovery of the proteins consists When the mobile phase velocity increases, the bed
of lysing the cells and separating the cell debris from expands and the pressure drop required to achieve
the desired protein. The careful clean-up by filtration, the increasing flow-rate increases less rapidly and
centrifugation, and/or other methods of the effluents tends toward a limit corresponding to the expanded
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bed state [97]. The extent of the transition range ration improves and the purity of the product in-
depends on the particle size distribution of the creases at each cycle but the production rate de-
packing material used. A maximum velocity is creases with increasing number of cycles. Alternate-
determined by the settling velocity of the packing ly, purified fractions are collected and a new feed
particles and the operation must be carried out in a sample is injected after each cycle. The band pro-
range of flow-rate which ensures bed expansion files, the amount of feed in the system, and the
while avoiding fluidization. This method should find amounts of purified fractions collected after each
applications in the recovery of recombinant proteins. cycle change progressively, until steady-state is

achieved, much as in SMB. Under favorable con-
ditions, there are no yield losses and the production

3.4. Recycling processes in preparative rate is competitive with that obtained under conven-
chromatography tional conditions [124]. The process could be attrac-

tive in the extraction and/or purification of a major
Since the beginning of preparative chromatog- component from a complex feed or when several

raphy, when gas chromatography was the main impurities eluted both before and after the main
method, recycling schemes have attracted attention component must be eliminated, cases that are not
[102,103]. Initially, the main advantage of the meth- conducive to the most effective use of SMB.
od appeared to be that it allowed the achievement of Belonging to the same type of approach as re-
difficult separations while using poorly efficient cycling, is the intriguing concept of flip-flop chroma-
columns. Column efficiency increased considerably tography. Two independent reports [125,126] were
in the last 30 years and preparative columns are as published with a 20-year interval, developing what is
efficient as their analytical relatives. More recently, essentially the same approach but with different
the principle has attracted interest for other reasons, goals, the first one [125] in analytical chromatog-
to increase the production rate and to reduce or raphy, attempting to concentrate trace impurities, the
eliminate the loss of feed. In the common process of second one [126] in preparative chromatography,
overloaded elution, it is not possible to approach the aiming at shortening the cycle time. In both cases,
maximum production rate and, in the same time, to flow reversal takes place before the complete elution
experience a high recovery yield. Mixed zones form of the feed components has been achieved. In the
before and after the band of the compound to be first case, no component is let out of the column but
purified, containing the bands of its impurities. These a second sample is injected. A progressive increase
zones must be either collected for further processing of the concentrations of the various components in
or discarded. However, the collected mixed zones the column takes place. Trace components are ulti-
have a composition that is different from that of the mately eluted at the end of the operation, by eluting
feed. Discarding this product is costly and the the whole column content. The main problem ap-
resulting yield loss may be quite significant. Re- pears to originate in the non-linear behavior of the
processing it is also costly because this separation is isotherms of the main components of the feed. This
different from that of the initial feed and it must be would limit the extent of feed concentration that can
optimized separately, resulting in two choices be- be achieved. In the second approach, flow reversal
tween discarding the new mixed products or re- takes place later, after the end of the elution and the
processing them again. collection of the purified compound, just at the time

Recycling procedures may achieve production of the second cut-point. Then, column backflush
rates comparable to those obtained under straight- takes place for a certain time after which a second
forward conditions and eliminate the yield loss. feed sample is injected. The delay is adjusted so that
Several strategies have been developed and com- the compound of interest begins to elute (i.e. the first
pared [119–123]. Some consist in injecting a feed cut-point takes place) just after the elution of its
sample, shaving fractions containing the interfering retained impurities contained in the previous in-
components at the end of the column and recycling jection and which were backflushed after the flow
the core. The sample size decreases but the sepa- reversal. Reductions in cycle time and hence com-
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parable increases in the production rate of 40% were
documented [126].

In conclusion, it appears that there are many
possibilities of manipulating the parameters of pre-
parative chromatography in the elution mode that
could be used to markedly improve its production
rate. Unfortunately, chemical engineers are extreme-
ly reluctant at using transient processes, even in the
simplest cases such as conventional elution chroma-
tography, and are obsessed with the use of steady-
state processes. The non-linear behavior of chroma-
tography complicates still further its implementation.
The use of complex cycles, even when the proper
use of computers allows the straightforward control
of the operations, is rarely considered.

3.5. Simulated moving bed chromatography (SMB)

There are books [127] and numerous reviews
Fig. 10. Comparison between experimental data (symbols) anddedicated to SMB [128–131]. This process has
concentration profiles (lines) calculated with the equilibrium–acquired considerable importance in recent years
dispersive model. Concentration profiles at the intermediate nodes

because it is an excellent implementation of chroma- of an eight-column simulated moving bed separator. Thick solid
tography for a general application of great economic lines, detector signal derived from the calculated concentration

profiles and the detector response factors (in panel 3, the hypo-importance, the preparation of purified enantiomers
thetical detector trace for the individual compounds is alsoof drug intermediates [104]. SMB is a continuous
shown). Thin solid lines, same but profiles calculated with theprocess, which greatly pleases chemical engineers
algebraic solution of the ideal model. Experimental conditions:

and is one of the important reasons for its success. average isotherm coefficients,a 5 1.40, a 5 2.40; safety factor,1 2

Liquid–liquid countercurrent separations have been b 51.12; column porosity,e 5 0.57; cycle time,t* 5 6.31 min;T

column flow-rates: in section I,Q 5 2.10 ml /min; in section II,known for a long time and are widely used, e.g. for I

Q 51.52 ml /min; in section IIIQ 51.82 ml /min; in section IV,II IIImetal extraction. The attempts at countercurrent
Q 51.35 ml /min; feed concentrations, 0.112 mg/ml of 2-IVsolid–liquid separations or countercurrent gas or
phenylethanol and 0.56 mg/ml of 3-phenyl-propanol. (a) Com-

liquid chromatography faltered on the practical im- parison of the elution profiles from all four positions. (b)
possibilities of properly flowing the solid phase. Expansion of the concentration shoulder of the extract in panel 2.

(c) Expansion of the concentration shoulder of the raffinate inBroughton [132,133] developed a process replacing
panel 4 [141]. Reproduced by permission of The Americanthe continuous movement of the solid phase by an
Institute of Chemical Engineers. 1997 AIChE. All rights re-abrupt, step movement of finite length obtained by
served.

valve switching. The column used is divided into a
number (usually eight to 16) of identical columns
that are arranged in four successive sections (which positions between two successive columns where
can have the same or a different number of columns). these different external streams connect with the
The liquid phase and the feed are injected between column train [131].
the first and fourth section and between the second Earlier implementations of SMB were large sepa-
and third section, respectively. Streams of pure ration units used in the food and petrochemical
products (those migrating with the liquid and with industries [133]. They used phase systems that
the solid phase, respectively) exit between the first operated under nearly linear behavior of the equilib-
and second section and between the third and fourth rium isotherm (e.g. sugars on ion-exchange resins).
section, respectively (Fig. 10). The movement of the Recently, however, a new field of applications has
solid phase is simulated by periodically switching the appeared, the industrial separation of enantiomers,
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using chiral stationary phases [104]. The major was an unchartered field offering alluring perspec-
drawback of SMB as an implementation of HPLC is tives and numerous fundamental and practical dif-
that it can easily deliver only two streams of ficulties. It has now become a well known, useful
products. This is not a drawback in the purification technique, that is applied to the preparation of
of enantiomers. On the other hand, because of the numerous purified compounds, mainly in the phar-
limited saturation capacity of chiral phases, these maceutical industry and in other areas of the life
separations must be carried out under non-linear science businesses. Meetings dedicated to this area
conditions. The development of a new separation by of chromatography attract a large attendance, a sure
SMB that is relatively simple under linear conditions sign of maturity [147]. The process is now well
becomes much more complex and so is the start-up understood, as demonstrated by its successful model-
operation. Because the velocity associated with a ing under a wide variety of experimental conditions
concentration (see Section 2.4.1, Eq. (17)) is a and the excellent agreement observed between the
function of this concentration, the zone in the model predictions and the experimental results
column train where the concentration fronts of the [2,146]. The development of new separations can be
two components oscillate during a cycle of the SMB considerably helped by the use of various computer
vary. The velocity usually increases with increasing programs. Now, the theory of chromatography is
concentration. The switching period must be adjusted essentially complete. The important unsolved issues
accordingly. An improved understanding of the SMB that remain in our field are actually upstream. They
behavior is acquired by careful consideration of the are: (i) in the thermodynamics of equilibrium:
effects of the different parameters on the band • how can we rapidly and accurately measure
profiles along the columns of the SMB and of the equilibrium isotherms?
concentration histories at its two outputs. The use of • how can we simply and accurately model these
modeling is absolutely necessary to succeed in this isotherms?
matter. • how can we use molecular modeling to calculate

SMB has been the object of intense theoretical these isotherms?
investigations. Its operation under linear conditions • more specifically, how can we predict the com-
was studied by Ruthven et al. [128,129], by Wankat petitive isotherms of for example two enantiomers
[130], and by the group of Mazzotti, Morbidelli and on a chiral phase
Storti [134–139] who also investigated the optimi- and (ii) in the mass transfer kinetics across the bed
zation of the experimental parameters. It was re- of a chromatographic column:
viewed by Zhong and Guiochon [131]. An interest- • what are the key parameters controlling diffusion
ing algebraic solution of the linear ideal model [140] through a particle?
allows a prediction of SMB results that is very close • how can we accelerate this rate?
to the experimental results at high concentrations, The necessary instrumentation is available to
even with the columns of mediocre efficiency that perform preparative chromatography at about any
are commonly used in SMB [141]. Later, the suc- scale required by industry. Efficient columns can be
cessful modeling of SMB under non-linear con- readily packed. Studies on the rheology of particulate
ditions has had major consequences on the develop- beds suggest that higher column efficiencies, proba-
ment of the process in the development and opera- bly 30–50% higher than those currently achieved
tion of which it has played a major role under favorable circumstances and possibly twice as
[22,138,139,142–145]. Among many others, an ex- large, could be obtained. However, improved pack-
ample of the use of SMB modeling under non-linear ing methods using our better understanding of the
conditions can be found in Ref. [146]. behavior of column beds have yet to be developed.

Recent results suggest that a dramatic reduction in
the reduced HETP of packed columns is a definite

4. Conclusions possibility [149]. We may regret the relative lack of
competition between possible packing techniques

Preparative liquid chromatography 15 years ago and between the manufacturers of column skids.
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Packing materials with a wide variety of properties Gerhold [132] had demonstrated the possibility of a
can easily be procured from numerous sources. It is process based on a refined implementation of linear
often possible to find a solid phase that, combined chromatography and applied on a grand scale. En-
with a suitable solution, gives a sufficient separation gineers, however, considered chromatography as an
factor between the components of the feed that need adsorption process of little interest for industrial
to be resolved. However, the dependence of the applications and, with a few remarkable exceptions,
production rate of the separation factor is so large they neglect it to this day.
that a small improvement can translate into a mean-
ingful gain. The main practical difficulties reside in
the relative lack of rules for the rapid selection of a Acknowledgements
chiral phase suitable for the separation of a given
pair of enantiomers and in the problems associated This work was supported in part by grant CHE-00-
with the packing of a homogeneous bed with certain 70548 of the National Science Foundation and by the
designer stationary phases that are produced in cooperative agreement between the University of
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